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Complete these sentences by adding either a countable or an uncountable noun. 

Example:   How much food did they eat? 

               There are too many books on that shelf. 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. There are some 
more................................................................. Arriving 
tomorrow. 

1. students/people/actors/players 

2. Here is some more................. for you.  2. milk/ juice/bread/rice  

3. She gave me only two or three of the.......................  3. pencils/ books/ bananas /apples 

4. There is a great deal of 
.......................................................... left over. 

4. rice/juice  

5. There are a great many..................................... left over. 5. mangoes  

6. The children asked for a few.................................... 6. sheets/books/ pens 

7. Anne told me there were lots of 
interesting................................. here. 

7. books  

8. There is not enough................for you all to have some  8. juice/ coffee/ rice 

9. There are no more ...................................left  9. apples / toffees /biscuits/  

10. The shop gave away a large number of.................... 10. clothes/ books  

11. Many of the ........................were were broken.  11. glasses/vases/panes 

12. Give me a little more............................ please.  12. coffee/water/ice 

13. He  had much more................. than anybody else in the 
class. 

13. gum  

14. There is too much.......................................along this 
road  

14. traffic 

15. There are too many..........................along the street.  15. offices/ shops/houses 

16. There was plenty of useful........................... in the book  16. material  



17. Is there any ................... in this tea?  17. sugar/milk  

18. There are no ............... in his bag.  18. books / notebooks /pencils 

19. There is no................. in his bag. 19. notebook/book/pen 

20. I should like a little more............................, please  20. rice / coffee /milk/water  

21. I’ m afraid there isn’t any more.......................... Left  21. coffee / bread/rice 

22. There is some more..................., if you would like some.  22. coffee/juice/cake  

23. You have put a good deal of............................  23. sugar / salt  

24. Don’t hurry. There is a plenty of……. 24. time 

25. A few of these ...................... are unsatisfactory. 25. answers  

26. All of the ............. is used up.  26. sugar/ salt  

27. All of the.......................... were lying on the ground.  27. boxes/cartons 

28. The lorry unloaded a large quantity of 
.................................  

28. cement/rice/bags/bricks  

29. Would you like some more................or perhaps another 
..........  

29. rice /chapatti 

30. We have only a little........................ gut there’s lots 
more.............................  

 30. tea, coffee 

31. There’s no more .................. would you like a few 
..................? 

31. rice, cookies  

32. You seem to have a large number of.......... but not much 
..........  

32. magazines/books, variety/money  

33. I noticed several..................and a few .............................. 
hanging on the wall.  

33. plants, paintings 

34. She bought two or three .............and a 
little..............................  

34. mugs, doll  

35. We noticed in the street a good deal of ...........and many 
..................as you can get. 

35. smoke, buses  

36. You need plenty of ………….and as much ……….. 36. rest, sleep 

37. Many.............. were three and three was a lot of 
........................ 

37. people, noise  

38. She always kept a large quantity of.................. in her 
house.  

38. flour/ blankets  

39. Have Some........ they are delicious and so are the 
......................  

39. tarts, cupcakes 

40. There is enough......... for everyone but we have 
no................... 

40. rice, bread 

 

 

 



 

A, An, Some and The 

Complete these sentence by adding a , an, some or the where necessary. 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. On ...................... highest ledge grew..................... small pink flower. the, a 

2. On............................ highest ledges grew.........................small pink 
flowers. 

the, some 

3. ............................. good girl always speaks......................... truth. A, the 

4. ................................. Headmaster made .............. speech to 
..................... whole school in............. hall 

The, a, the, the 

5. ........... Shirt you wore yesterday needs............. mending. The, some 

6. This is ................... bicycle for two people, it is called tandem. a, a 

7. We shall need................. Tent .................. cooking post 
and:...............food. 

a, some, some 

8. ..................................... capital of ..................Japan is called 
.................... Tokyo. 

The, ---, --- 

9. I need ............. paper. Can you give me..............sheet? a, a 

10. Please shut ................... door ...................wind is blowing the 
sheets of paper off............... table. 

the, The 

11. I saw ................unusual table in ...........shop on ..........high street. It 
had...........black top. Both.......... top and ..............legs were made 
of..................... plastic. 

an, a, ---. a, the, the, --- 

12. ........................ chameleon is ................... African lizard. It 
has.................... long tongue which it uses to capture................... 
insects. 

The, an, a, --- 

13. ............. China sea is ....................name given to .................. half of 
................ pacific ocean. It stretches from ............ Korea 
and.....................Chinese province of Kiangsu thousands of miles to 
................. Borneo and ..................... Malayan peninsula. 

The, the, a, the, ---, the, ---, 
the 

14. Gulliver’s Travels is .................... famous book. In ................... book, 
Gulliver,............. Englishman, is shipwrecked on ...................... coast of 
Lilliput ......... imaginary country. 

a, the, an, the, an 

15. ..............................diamonds are composed of........... Pure 
crystallized carbon ........................ perfect diamond has no colour, but 
most diamonds have................. Grey, yellow or brown colour. 

Some, ---, A, a 

16. Never hold......... cat by...........leg or..............tail. You may hold 
...........young kittens by ..........lose skin at ...... back of .................neck, 
and this is ..........method used by ...... mother cat to carry 
...........kittens but .............grown cats must not be held in this way, 

a, the, the, a, the, the, the, 
the, the, the, the, --- 

17. This has been .......... lesson on ..........use of .......words a ,an, some 
and the this .......last exercise and brings.......... lesson to ............end. 

a, the, the, the, the, an 

 

 


